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Minutes: CM Standards WG, 15.10.2019 

Attendance:  Jennifer (IOM), Kathryn (IOM), Gebre (DRC), Amro (CCCM Cluster), Brian (IOM).  

Agenda  Discussion  Action Point 

1. Update from 
the session at 
the CCCM 
Retreat. 

 

Summarized the PHAP findings, SPHERE 
invitation to become a part of the 
Humanitarian Standards Partners 
presentations at the retreat.  

Discussed the results of the 3 working groups 
on defining a vision; structure; and 
localization approach. 

Agreed to put the presentation up on the 
website to share with others along with a 
summary of the session. 

Kathryn to write a summary 
of the PHAP and SPHERE 
presentations to accompany 
the ppt which will be shared 
on the Standards page of the 
website. 

2. Review of the 
Vision 
statement 
drafted at the 
retreat. 

Those on the call refined the language 
drafted at the retreat. Further 
consultation with more members will be 
required for full endorsement. Agreed 
text will be circulated. 
 
VISION (draft 2) 
The vision of the CM standards is to 
ensure dignified conditions in 
displacement through a commitment to 
core  operational standards. These 
standards agreed upon by  governments, 
displaced people and the CCCM partners. 
.  These  standards  are developed to 
strengthening  cross linkages with other 
technical sectors to ensure that  gaps in 
assistance and protection are  addressed 
and the rights of the displaced people are 
upheld.    

WG to make further edits at 
next meeting in 2 weeks.  

3. Announced 
the in person 
consultation 
which will 
take place in 
Gaziantep 
October 17-
24.  

 Jennifer and Nick to share 
results in next meeting.  
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4. AOB Kathryn shared that her ECHO rep had been 
on the webinar and was very happy with the 
discussion and progress made.  

Gebre agreed to look at the concept note so 
we can move forward with seeking funding.  

Gebre to revise concept 
note.  

Next meeting – in 2 weeks.  
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